
Capture the Cyber Security 
Market with Intent Data

Data Report

We analyzed intent signals from a 1 month period to
predict which companies are likely to be in the market
for a cyber security solution.
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Background

Revenue in the Cybersecurity market is projected
to reach US$58.65bn in 2023.

The market's largest segment is IT Services with a
projected market volume of US$24.40bn in 2023.

Revenue is expected to show an annual growth
rate (CAGR 2022-2026) of 7.44%, resulting in a
market volume of US$78.14bn by 2026.

The average Spend per Employee in the
Cybersecurity market is projected to reach
US$349.30 in 2023.

In global comparison, most revenue will be
generated in the United States - $58,650.00m.

A period of growth:
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Background

Market Saturation
It’s estimated that in the US alone there are over 3,500 cybersecurity firms, with 465,000 job openings in the sector
currently.

 
Staying Competitive
Cybersecurity companies are turning to Intent Data to provide them with a strategic insight into the buying motivations
& signals their ideals customers are showing.
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Key Findings

Over 3,000 US-based companies researching Cyber Security-related keywords, vendors & topics.

The Financial Services Industry was the most active, with 31% of companies found to be researching.
Banking was the next most active with 19%.

End Point Security was the most frequently researched topic.

In the 1 month period we saw:
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Not Every Buying Decision Starts the Same Way
Sign up for a Demo

Intent Type: Topic Intent Type: Social Intent Type: Public

 Topic intent pinpoints companies who are
consuming a higher than normal level of

content on specific topics across over 5,000
B2B content sites, indicating that

companies are researching those products
or services.

Social Intent mines social sites for
interactions which may indicate intent e.g.
Companies engaging with a competitor,

attending an industry conference or
interacting with tracked Industry Keywords.

Public Intent tracks relevant changes within
an organisation e.g. expansion or

investment announcements, hiring for key
roles or releasing new products or offerings.

Intent Type: Website Intent Type: Review Intent Type: Surge

Website intent identifies companies
visiting your website and which

pages they visit allowing your sales
team to reach out quickly

Review Intent allows you to bring G2 Intent
Data into the platform through our custom

API and gives you the ability to identify cross
channel intent and operationalise your G2

Intent Data

Surge highlights companies showing
intent across multiple intent sources
allowing you to prioritize high value

accounts

Lead Onion tracks 17 different buying signals across 6 different intent types.
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Findings: Social
Sign up for a Demo

Companies interacting with the Top 20 Cyber Security Software Vendors
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Findings: Public
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Companies Hiring CISOs & CTOs
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Findings: Topic
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Companies interacting with Cybersecurity Topics
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Findings: Topic
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Companies interacting with Cybersecurity Topics
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Account Spotlight: Surge
Sign up for a Demo

Microfocus: 3 Different Intent Signals in 60 seconds
What is Surge?
Surge occurs when a company
shows intent in multiple,
different ways in a short space
of time.

Why is it valuable?
Surge validates intent as it does
not simply rely on a high
volume of 1 source. Instead, it
focuses on the breadth of intent
being shown.

In this example, we see that
Microfocus have completed 3
separate signals that indicate
they are in-market.

1) Engagements took place with
keyword Cybersecurity on
Social Media

2) Content was consumed at a
higher-than-normal level on
Penetration Testing Software

3) Hiring began for Security
related roles.
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Why Our Customers Love Us
Written by actual users unfiltered, unbiased and 100% validated!

Sign up for a Demo

“The hardest thing for companies that have small marketing and sales teams is being able to leverage buyer intent data
like the bigger companies. 

Lead Onion makes it easy to get data about what companies are in the market on places like g2.com and prospect to
them in high volumes at scale. By the time the prospect is engaged and ready to buy, we can get this in the hands of the
sales team and significantly increase our conversion rates.” 

Business Owner. Information Technology and Services
Mid-Market (51 - 1,000 employees)
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A key part of our marketing tech
stack and outbound initiatives. 

Information Technology and Services
Mid-Market(51-1000 emp.)

 

Identify More Prospects
and Leads Today

Your target customers are already talking to your competitors. 

Sign up for a demo of Lead Onion and we'll show you how you can
fill your marketing and sales funnel with 17 sources of Intent Data, at
scale. 

Sign up for a Demo
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